Text/Image region separation is the process of identifying location of various text and image regions in a scanned document image. This is particularly helpful in detecting the layout of a scanned document image. The text region thus obtained can be used for optical character recognition (OCR) operation. The text region can be used to label and train automatic layout learning system to detect locations of title, keywords, subheadings, paragraphs, image locations etc. In case of regular image and text boundaries, Profiling or morphological operations can be used for separating the text and image regions and to achieve correct document layout out detection. However, the real-world documents will have irregular boundaries and noise, the usual profile based methods and its heuristic often fails. This will lead to incorrect document layouts. This paper proposes to use edge enhancement diffusion and level set method for text/image region separation from scanned document images. The result obtained shows that the proposed method works when the document contain multiple images. The proposed method detects the layout of the scanned document even when the image and the text regions have irregular shape.
Introduction
Digital copy of documents provides the flexibility of storing physical documents in a more organized and makes it easily manageable/searchable. Such digital archives preserves the documents for longer periods. Digital copies serves the purpose for preserving the documents or to make the document available online. The physical files for long periods may get destroyed, eroded or distorted etc. Making digital copies of old documents sometimes preserves the heritage value associated with it. While several documents are digitally archived, few scanned documents of old story book known as "Chandamama, Ambilimama etc", are significant and stunning as it reflects the tradition of Indian culture, taking stories from medieval period. The characters and subject of the stories touched all the corners of the society. Those magazines had a unique style of story-telling, mostly like grandparents style of story-telling (a third-person narration). It finds it place way before the comic magazines and graphics-rich novels. These magazines had once readers falling in different age groups, from young to grown-ups. The stories and folktales were enriched good subjects in order to captivate the minds and guide the generations by giving the view about life, moral values of life, helping to discard bad and accept good things etc. Those old magazines were truly rich with edutainment. However, the advent and growth of entertainment industry and Television media, decades after, those popular magazines witnessed its fall out and the physical copies are few in numbers or not available. In order to preserve those precious contents and to deliver it to the present young generation, the available old documents need to be preserved and enhanced digitally. The enhancement of the scanned document images of the old physical copy is an inherent procedure as it would had undergone distortions, degradations or noises etc. This paper presents an approach using non-linear diffusion and level set method to separate the text and image regions from the old scanned document images. The approach also understands the layout of the document to detect the title, words, lines, tables, paragraph. In a document, locating the text region is important as it carries majority of the information regarding the document. The image region mostly acts as a supporting material to the text content. The extracted text region can be used for OCR operation. Converting the scanned document into text form and compressed image reduces the storage space than the original one. The text/image region separation inherently tries to find out the layout of the document or does support layout detection. The segmentation operation and layout analysis of the scanned document are divided into bottom-up, top-down, and hybrid 1,2,3 . A scanned document can get affected with dust or spots etc during the scanning and this introduces noise. Other ways of getting noise will be due to ageing, degeneration, photocopying etc. Through image enhancements or filtering operations, noise can be reduced or removed. Smoothing or blurring operations also reduces the noise. Blurring is used in pre-processing stage as it can remove the smaller unwanted details from an image. In the binary document of degraded image, smoothing fills the little gaps between characters to correct its edges. Filters on the other hand provides a value for a pixel using its neighbourhood pixel values. Several PDE based methods such as ROF model, Sobolev model, L1norm regularization method etc are also popular for noise reduction 4 . Layout analysis can be broadly divided as physical and logical or functional layout analysis. Physical layout refers to the several boundary regions in the scanned document. These regions can be title, words, lines, tables, paragraph, symbols, images, log etc. Such entities of the regions forms the functional aspect of the layout analysis. These can be used to find the interrelationship between the entities helps to find the logical relation in between. These relationship can give information regarding the logical construct of the regions. The general approach for layout analysis are bottom-up and top-down. In bottom-up approach, algorithm gather pixels and repeatedly group to form regions such as words, lines, paragraphs. Whereas in top-down approach, the algorithm starts from the scanned document image and repeatedly divides into smaller regions. It stops the activity when a certain defines condition is satisfied. The hybrid approach utilizes both the approaches.
Several article discuses the layout analysis problem in scanned document images. The main purpose of the document layout analysis identifoies different physical regions in a document. The X-Y Cut algorithm for partitioning document was discussed in 5 . It does it by projecting the regions alternatively on the vertical and horizontal axis. In 6 , smearing algorithm known as run length algorithm is used. It does binarization by smearing the black pixels. The small white pixels are made black in this algorithm. The paper 7 discuses connected component approach for to group regions. It does this by taking an initial measurement from the document image. 8 discusses an algorithm for segmenting document image by detecting the white spaces in between the pixel columns. In doing this it makes a white rectangle and it stops when it can't make rectangles without the presence of black pixels. The rectangles formed in this manner was considered as the regions of layout. The paper presented in 9 discusses twosteps to find lines of texts. As the initial step it detects the maximal whitespace rectangles which represents the pixel columns. In the second step, these whitespace rectangles becomes an input to the least-square based line detection algorithm. This method tried to find the text-lines. In 10 , it discusses a bottom-up algorithm which initially gets few points from the connected component boundaries. Using these points, the algorithm makes a Voronoi diagram. Using a threshold Superfluous Voronoi edges are removed. The algorithm uses a threshold for height, width and aspect-ratio. The paper 11 generates rectangular regions by using a modified Manhatton layout. In 12 , uses a top-down method for layout analysis. The document images are segmented initially and later everything is grouped in a bottom-up fashion to give a layout. Such tasks are known as Page Layout Recognition System (PLRS). In 13 , discusses a hybrid approach which initially does bottom-up method known as Tab-Stop detection algorithm to find the stab-stops for getting column layout. Thereafter a top-down approach is used to apply the column layout for imposing the reading order and structure on the regions detected. 14 presents a hybrid algorithm which uses a strategy known as split and merge which classifies binary document images into textual/non-textual regions. 15 discusses top-down approach for projection profile algorithm. It separates text and image regions from Devanagiri documents. The shirorekha in the scripts of Devanagiri was used to analyze the scripts as it provides a pattern in spatial, orientation and frequency. These were used as features to detect the text and image regions. 16 discuses a Recursive Projection Profile method to segment the text and image portions. In 17 , it uses an approach from communication theory. The structure of the document images are describes using regular grammars. 18 discuses hierarchical way of document page segmentation method. It constructs a tree with the node representing axisparallel-rectangles. The noise fails the parsing in this method. 19 presents a generalized bottom-up way for the document layout analysis of non-manhatton types. It also discuses two ways to take care the PS/PDF and bitmaps. This method borrows ideas from top-down based RLSA and bottom-up method, DOCSTRUM. Extracted features extracted from the connected components are used to detect the layout. The paper 20 presents page parsing and grammar techniques to find the logical constructs of the document. The grammars describe the physical layout. In 21 , cast the layout detection problem as stochastic syntactic analysis one. The modeling of the document is done using graphic objects and strings from text lines. 22 presents a logical structure derivation system called DeLoS. In this, a rule-based computational model for control structure was developed along with a multi-level hierarchical scheme for knowledge representation.
In this paper, we seek to use the effectiveness of edge enhancement diffusion and level set method to do the text/image region separation and layout detection. In section 2, we discuss the preliminaries on edge enhancement diffusion and level set method. In section 3, we propose 5-step procedure for text/image separation and layout detection of a scanned document image. Section 4 shows different examples showing the effectiveness of the method proposed to detect layout and text/image separation. The final section concludes the paper.
Methodology
The aim of the text/image region separation problem is to separate out the scanned document image into several blocks of text and image. In document image processing applications like OCR, the text region thus obtained can be passed to further stages like segmentation, feature extraction and classification. In detecting the layout of scanned document image, text/image separation will provide the location of the text and image blocks. In this paper, a nonlinear diffusion method known as edge enhancement diffusion (EED) is proposed as an initial step as it preserves the edges in the image. After this step, level set based active contour method is applied which exactly fits on the edges and this is utilized to separate text and image regions.
Edge Enhancement Diffusion (EED)
One of the main applications of linear diffusion equation (or heat equations) in computer vision is image smoothing. They are equivalent of low pass filtering (with Gaussian filter) techniques in signal processing. Image smoothing not only pleases the eye but also facilitates automated image analysis. Nonlinear diffusion is an image smoothing technique based on the physical notion of diffusion. Nonlinear diffusion generalizes the well known concept of linear diffusion. The partial differential equation for linear diffusion was introduced by Koenderink 23 as the causality requirement for linear scale-spaces. Nonlinear diffusion in the computer vision context was introduced by Perona and Malik 24 . Whereas Perona and Malik types of nonlinear diffusion are isotropic (diffusion occurs in all direction equally). Advanced diffusion schemes are capable of selecting preferred diffusion directions. This made Weickert to define edge enhancing diffusion where smoothing is directed to be along the image 'isophotes' (level set curves). It is also known as edge preserving filtering. In this method a diffusion tensor D is estimated which gives information about the edge direction. The diffusion tensor is defined as
, is rotation matrix 0
f denotes the observed image at scale u . R gives direction to the diffusion operation so that it occurs along the level set curve or 0 90 w.r.t gradient. Fig2 shows the effect of diffusion operation as it can be observed that EED does smoothing and preserves the edge information. 
Level Set
In this paper, active contour based level set is proposed to separate the text/image regions from scanned document images 25 . It is a numerical method which evolves a closed curve known contours. In image segmentation, through level set method, contour is evolved by propagating from a point and it exactly fits the edge regions. Hence, it is used in image and vision analysis for boundary detection. The curve evolution is controlled by two types of energies: the internal energy which defines the regularity of the curve and the external energy, determined from the given image. The latter is often called the feature-driven energy. To use the level set method, a Cartesian grid or mesh grid is formed over the image. The level set can accurately fit the boundaries depending on the fineness of the mesh. However, digitized image poses a limit on the fineness of the grid . Once the grid is formed, a function ( , , )
x y t where (x,y) is a point in space at time t , is applied. The function will be called "zero level set" when at 0 t is initialized as 0 . is the function representing level set. It denotes the curve C. The function is defined using a signed-distance function as
The level set function will be positive or negative if the point lies inside the curve or outside the closed curve. (( , ), ) dist x y C represents the distance between the point ( , )
x y and curve C . Example for the level set is shown in Fig3(c). As the curve or the contour evolves in time, the value of the level set function at each point in the grid also evolves or gets calculated. The evolution of the curve stops when it meets the edge or boundary. In order to control the curve evolution rate, two approaches are used -Region and Edge based models. The Geodesic Active Contour or GAC model edge based model is well known in which the image's gradient is used to stop the contour. An edge stopping function is defined.
G denotes a Gaussian diffusion kernel with as standard deviation. The function value will be small near the edges and high far away from the edges and this provides the edge stopping condition using edge-based model 26 . Chan and Vesse or C-V model 27 is an example for region-based model. It partitions the image into inside and outside contour regions. The contour is evolved based on the intensity values in both the regions. This model is superior to edge-based as it is less sensitive to noise and initial position of the contour. For a given image, by minimizing the energy, the C-V model is formulated as,
where 1 2 , c c represents the average intensities of inside and outside contours. 1 2 , acts as the regularization parameter. The level set approach can be used to binarize the image using the active contour model 25 . By applying a threshold on the pixel value, the contour boundary can be made black and rest of the pixels as white. This is shown in Fig3 
Proposed method
In a document processing application like OCR only the text region in a document need to be passed to the further stages of processing like segmentation, feature extraction, classification etc. Hence, layout of a document is taken only after separating the text and non-text regions. In case of documents with images having a perfect rectangular boundary that separates the text region profiling method will do the separation. For this, horizontal and vertical projection profile of a document is taken. In this paper, we have taken horizontal-vertical summation profile. By analyzing the regularity in the occurrence of valleys and peaks in the projection profile, the text and image portions are separated. In the case of documents with figures or images that have an irregular boundary i.e. image portion protrude into the text region, we propose to use the level set based active contour method. In such cases projection profiling fails because neither horizontal nor vertical profile information can be used to separate the text and image regions. Geodesic active contour model is based on an active contour model put forward by Chan and Vese. In this paper, a simple four step procedure is adopted to find the text and image regions separation.
Steps:
Step 1: Read image Step 2: Apply EED Step 3: Apply Level set method
Step 4: Binarization using threshold on contour values
Step 5: Find the energy of the contour regions Fix the energy threshold to detect the image regions
Result and Discussion
The experiment is conducted on the images of old comic documents available online. The experiment is done in MATLAB. Let us consider the image shown in Fig 1. From Fig 4 we can understand the difference on pixelsummation profile due to EED. The input image subjected to EED initially. EED does a smoothing along with enhancing the edges. This is shown in Fig 3. After EED, level set approach is applied to find the contour for the text and image regions. The level set method fits a contour on every word and the image region. . The text portion thus extracted can be further used for performing OCR or word recognition operation. The advantage of using level set method is that the contour evolves from and arbitrary point in the image and evolves. During its evolution, it exactly fits on to the word and image region boundaries. Since the document used in this paper are old, the edges need to be enhanced. EED does a smoothing operation while preserving the edge information or the boundary points. The diffusivity function in edge-enhancing anisotropic diffusion applies smoothing parallel to image edges and less smoothing perpendicular to these edges. Fig 8 and 9 shows the detected layout of the scanned document image using active contour based level set method. Each contour, as shown in Fig 5 (b) , it fits exactly on the texts and image boundaries. Active contour model based level set can be modified to exactly fit every word and lines. By calculating the energy of such regions and keeping a threshold based on it, we can identify the contours that captures the layout of the document, both text and image regions can thus be separated. Active contours can fit on the words, lines or image objects when there is a clear separation at a lower level. The presence of noise and distortions in the background of a scanned document image can cause wrong contours as it will affect the curve evolution. This situation is avoided by using EED. It does a diffusion filtering operation which smoothens the noisy portion, and it will highlight the edges. In other words, EED method preserves the edge information and this will support the active contour based level set method to fit correctly on the edge regions of text and image. It can be observed from Fig 8, 9 , 10 that the proposed method works when the scanned document contains multiple image regions, irregular shaped image or text regions. The small contours seen in Fig 9 and 10 can be discarded as the larger contours capture the information regarding document layouts.
Conclusion
This paper presented text/image region separation for document layout detection of scanned document image using edge enhancement diffusion and active contour model based level set method. The data used for experiment comprises of old documents from children magazine, old news paper portion etc. Since old documents contains small noise, edge enhancement diffusion reduces the noise and also enhances the edge information in the image. This helps for the active contours to evolve correctly and fit the edges thereby giving separate contours for image and text portions. This can be observed from the result section. As future work, to generalize present method, it need to be performed on a collection of old document images with proper evaluation. To extend this work, we intend to apply the method on images with complex background, table structre and to detect its layout.
